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Saintsmen Fight to the End at CIF Game
By Will Raines ('13)
STAFF WRITER

Well Saintsmen, it has been a
good run. This football season has
been all that it promised to be, thrilling and
exciting. Chock full of drama and exhilaration, we couldn’t ask for a better team to represent us as a school and as a community. As a
senior, the Saints football team has given me
the time of my life every Friday night last fall.
I got so pumped up for the games, I felt like
I was going to play. But alas, all good things
come to an end. But it was just that, a good
end.
I remember playing Frosh Football and
looking up to the seniors. I remember thinking
how old and intimidating they were and how
there was no way we, as a team, could ever
look like that. As the years went on, we’ve
watched our team develop from a fledgling
frosh team to one of the best teams in San
Diego, and arguably the whole state of California. I, myself, am proud of our Saintsmen.
They played their hearts out the whole season
and they gave us something to look forward
to every week. Although they came up a bit
short at the end, they really did everything
else possible. They crushed Eastlake and beat
Lincoln, the current Division I and Division
III champs respectively. The Saint’s Varsity
Football Team was consistently ranked in
“San Diego’s Top 10 High School Football
Teams” the whole season. We soon went on
to claim the Eastern League Champs Title.
The CIF game on December 1st was
blessed with perfect conditions. Our stands
at Escondido High School were packed to
the brim and the atmosphere was full of ecstatic Saints fans. The entire Saints community was ready to support our team as they
looked to win our first CIF Football Cham-
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pionship since 2006. Hopes were high in the
first quarter, and it seemed like the game was
going to be a shootout. Madison scored on
their first drive, and we followed soon after.
A few minor mistakes eventually put us in a
bad situation at the half, trailing 7-21. After
a few more exchanged touchdowns, Madison
ended up routing Saint Augustine, 21-35. Our
Saintsmen put up a valiant fight. We should
be proud of our playing and our accomplish-

Saints charges the field at the CIF finals.

ments this season.
Saints Football 2012 has been somewhat
of a preview of the rising underclassmen stars.
“This season has just been a life changing experience. I never thought that I’d be so
close to my teammates, but Saints Football
has proved me wrong,” said junior Josh Davis. “All I’m focused on now is next season.
Saints Football 2013 started yesterday, so it’s
time to get to work.”

To be sure, the seniors are filled with
mixed emotions. Most of them will never
play competitive football again. But they will
never forget the impact that Saints Football
has had on them, their school, and their community.
Senior Danny Flanagan (’13) said, “This
year was a lot of fun, especially the CIF game.
I’m bummed that it’s all over, because Saints
SEE
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Mini Minister: Samantha Crachy

By Alexander Danilowicz ('15) at Saints. She joined the Campus Ministry
Mrs. Crachy will return from her maEDITOR
Squad in 2008, the same year Father Kirk, ternity leave on March 4th, continuing her
Ms. Carson, Mr. Hecht, Mr. Shimazaki, role as Campus Minister. She will be setThanksgiving Day brought and Mr. Lamerato took their prowess to ting her sights on the last Kairos of the
more than turkey and stuffing the Saints community.
year, the Junior Retreat, and a much-needto the Crachy household this year. It was
“We are the ultimate Dream Team,” ed Easter break. The faculty and students
definitely a day to be thankful.
said Father Kirk, “And now we have baby wish her a speedy homecoming to Saints.
On November 22nd at 12:38 p.m., Samantha to join the crew!”
Samantha Grace Crachy was born to Mr.
and Mrs. Crachy at Scripps Memorial
Hospital in La Jolla.
“It was the easiest delivery ever,”
said Mrs. Crachy.
At a height of 21 inches and
weight of 8 pounds 9 ounces, Samantha Grace is the Crachy's second
child. Their older son, Ben, was born
in 2010.
“I’m sure Ben is really excited to
have a baby sister,” said Katie McAloon, who sits alongside Mrs. Crachy in
the Campus Ministry Office.
With 10 fingers, 10 toes, and everything in between, Mr. and Mrs.
Crachy are extremely grateful this
holiday season.
Destined to be a Turkey Day baby,
Samantha Grace was born one day
prior to her due date. Let’s hope she
likes turkey-shaped birthday cakes
with a side of gravy.
Mrs. Crachy got quite a treat for Thanksgiving. And it wasn't a turkey.
This is Mrs. Crachy’s fifth year
Photo Credit: The Crachy Family
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Laptop Use
in the Classroom
By Travis Wilkie ('14)
CONTRIUBTING WRITER
This year Saints loosened its
cell phone policy. But it seems
that teachers are beginning to
loosen their grips on laptop, tablet, and smart
phone use in class as well.
Laptops, tablets, and smart phones (LTP)
are proof the future of education is here at St.
Augustine High School. Many Saintsmen
have at least one, perhaps two, or maybe all
three of these ingenious devices, and utilize
them to enhance learning outside the classroom. All three are designed to increase the
speed of recording and processing information, and of course to make learning much
easier. In the November issue of Forbes
Magazine, Michael Noer describes technology’s influence on education’s metamorphosis
as “a perfect storm” citing that: “With education several things were needed that until
this decade hadn’t materialized: widespread
broadband, low content costs (both creation
and distribution) and rapidly proliferating
mobile devices. And just as critically, a shift
in social norms that accepts the efficacy of
online learning coupled with a generation
of digital natives willing to wholeheartedly
embrace it.” The results of this evolution will
prove to be faster and more efficient learning.
Yet being able to use the latest technology in class is a constant dilemma. And like
all dilemmas, there are pros and cons.
Reason # 1: Students should be able to
use their LTP devices for note taking. The
LTP satisfy the “need for speed” and keep
students engaged in the lecture. New research
shows that LTP use in the classroom actually
increase students’ engagement, attentiveness,
participation, and learning in the classroom.
Students were shown to be more motivated
when recording information, referring back
to the notes, and studying from the LTP devices at a later time.
Reason #2: Embracing LTP devices in
the classroom speak to the “millennial” effect. Millennials (born from 1982-2002) have
grown up with technology, and use it as a primary method of learning. Having grown up
with computers and cell phones, high school
students can multitask and are much more
competent of listening and typing simultaneously. Mrs. Arnn, a supporter of laptop use in
the classroom, finds that some students have
a hard time composing on paper. Thus, she
allows students to use their laptop and type.
Reason #3: The LTP devices make it
easier to organize, edit, and absorb relevant
information when preparing for tests and final exams.
Certainly the arguments against the use
of a LTP in the classroom are anchored by the
idea that the student is distracted while typing
the notes. Professors have found that students
become tempted to access sites unrelated to
the lesson at hand. Mr. Davis does not allow
laptop or tablet use in the classroom because,
“People pretend to be working, but in reality
they are watching Spongebob.”
However, many teachers seem to be turning a corner and have begun embracing the
educational evolution.
Mr. Bachynsky allows laptop use in
class, but he imposes a strict rule: you must
put your hands on your head at his command,
after which he inspects the contents of your
screen. If he finds you're looking at material
unrelated to the lesson, you lose your laptop
privileges.
Mr. Cudal is resigned to the fact that LTP
devices will become commonplace, yet he
fears the “loss of personal communication
skills” and loss of “brain memory” due to the
accessibility of LTP devices.
Salman Khan, from Khan Academy
fame, is the Internet’s first celebrity teacher.
He believes “There are much more productive ways of learning than sitting in lectures.” The question is: To what extent will
St. Augustine High School embrace this new
technology?
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Iron Chef: Ted Mlotkowski
By Evan Suda ('13)
MANAGING EDITOR
Did you know that you get
to eat food prepared by a worldclass chef here at Saints? You probably
didn't. You just wait in line for your burger,
fries, and a rainbow drink (which I will refuse to sell to you). Hardly anyone knows
the story of Ted’s. But this story begins with
a man. The man behind the counter behind
the man behind the counter. A man known
by that lovable name: Ted.
Our story begins when Ted was just 18
and graduating from high school. A friend’s
dad encouraged him to pursue his passion
and go to culinary school. So without a really specific plan for the future, Ted went to
“cooking school” and afterwards worked as
an assistant chef for his instructor. Once he
graduated, he was only able to enjoy his new
found freedom for about a year before his
number was called and he began training to
go to Vietnam. Fortunately for him, a series
of “fortunate accidents” resulted in him not
being deployed in the war zone and instead
landed him a position at the Pentagon doing
what he loved.
He was working with eleven other expert
military chefs to provide the Joint Chiefs of
Staff with their 5 star breakfasts and lunches.
“We had to be good cooks,” Ted said.
“We were cooking for the higher-ups. You
couldn’t eat in that dinning hall unless you
were at least a Colonel.”
He liked it, but he said he couldn’t wait
to get out of there and get back to Michigan,
where he had grown up.
And that’s exactly what he did when his
time was up. He went back to Michigan and
took jobs cooking at places all over the state.
Using the seasons as his guide, he roamed
from a series of country clubs in the summers and a chain of motels and bed-andbreakfasts in the winter. He once told me,

“I didn’t care where I was. I just wanted to
cook.”
But after years of a mock-migrant schedule, he wanted to try something new. So he
opened a family-style restaurant that served
pretty much everything for breakfast, lunch,
and dinner. Then between the lunch and dinner shifts, he took out a food truck to sell
Michigan’s working class specially made
sandwiches. He was even voted best food
truck in Michigan.
“But
I
didn’t really
like it all that
much,”
he
said. “I didn’t
get to see my
wife and kids
because when
you work restaurants, you
loose your entire weekends
and you have
to work late
every night.”
Then, one
fateful
day
in 1967 he
learned about
an opening
at Saints, and
the rest is history.
“I love it
here! I don’t
have to work
weekends,
or stay late.
I don’t have
paid employees or any of
that nonsense
to deal with.
Just me, my- Don't get all up in his grill.

self and I. Most chefs would kill for this job.
But sometimes I get disappointed with the
students here. They don’t appreciate good
food. I was making world-class sandwiches and pastas. Now all they let me make is
burgers and fries.”
So I’ll leave you with that, Saints. Try
something new at Teds. You have some of
the greatest tastes at your disposal. Don’t
limit yourself to the same burger and fries
every time.

Photo Credit: Michael Cali ('13)

The Non-Catholic Saintsmen
By Michael Balourdas ('13)
EDITOR
Obviously, Saints’ Catholic background is a fundamental
part of its functioning and environment. But
you know, there are quite a few students at
Saints who are not Catholic. Have you ever thought
about those guys that go up
to receive the Eucharist with
their arms crossed while the
minister imparts a blessing
with his hand on their heads?
They do that because they
are not Catholic. I am one
of those students. Since the
day I was born, I have been
raised Greek Orthodox, and
I, along with Alex Stokes
(15’) and Theo Samouris
(16’) are members of Saint
Spyridon Greek Orthodox
Church, located in North
Park. No, this does not mean
I worship Zeus. You would
not believe how many times
I get asked that. Orthodoxy
is a Christian religion, and
is probably the closest thing
to Catholicism out there. We
all learned about the Great
Schism in religion class, resulting in Catholicism and
Orthodoxy.
Orthodoxy is very close
to Catholicism, and the differences lie more
in practice than in doctrine. Some examples:
to me, you all do the Sign of the Cross backwards; the Divine Liturgy (what Catholics
call “Mass”) of an Orthodox church is on
average twice as long as a Catholic Mass,
and the congregation stands during most of

it; and our priests are often married. I attended Our Lady of Perpetual Help School for
Kindergarten through 8th grade, so I am very
familiar with Catholic practice and being in a
Catholic environment. I don’t really even notice it anymore and I don’t feel any different
than a normal student. I do think it has taught

me valuable lessons about individuality and
respect for other cultures, though.
David Francis (’13), along with multiple
other Saintsmen, is Lutheran, one of the
many denominations of Protestantism. The
main points of Lutheranism are: the Bible
is the ultimate source of divinely revealed
knowledge, and that salvation comes through

faith alone. Like me, David attended OLPH,
although only for 7th and 8th grade. Before
that, he went to Christ Lutheran Elementary
School, and he is a member of that parish. So
David also did not have a very difficult transition to make coming into Saints. He told
me, “I don’t feel any different from others. I
don’t even think about it
most of the time.”
Another student at
Saints is from a Buddhist background. (He
prefers to remain anonymous about it, though,
because in 8th grade
some students gave
him a hard time for
it.) Unlike his parents,
he is not a practicing
Buddhist himself. And
though he is obviously
not Catholic either, he
will do the sign of the
cross with everyone
else in class and recite
the prayers.
“Even though I
don’t embrace every
belief of the Church, attending Catholic school
all my life has caused
me to appreciate the
Catholic faith,” he said.
“I’ve come to learn that
there really is a God.
I say the Catholic prayers as sincerely as I
can, and I participate in them because I respect what’s going on.”
I think this sentiment goes for all of us
non-Catholics. We respect and find value
in the Catholic ideals we have grown up
around and find them as useful and pertinent
as those of our own faiths.
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The Sweet Spot in Class Discipline
By Brendan McNamara ('14)
STAFF WRITER

And by Justin Toscano ('14)
STAFF WRITER
Part of the Saints Experience
involves learning about different
teaching styles. Discipline varies from teacher
to teacher, and different styles yield different
results. Some teachers come across as punitive and strict while others remain nonchalant
and easy-going. We asked several teachers
their opinion on classroom discipline and to
share their techniques to maintain control of
the classroom.
“What methods or tactics do you try to
implement for a good behavioral outcome
from students?” The following is what we received:
Mr. Cudal: “Well, I think that the student’s
first impression is that I am strict. My disposition lends itself to more of a serious style
and that usually frightens the students, but I'm
really not mean. If a teacher does not establish himself he can get taken advantage of. I
sometimes comment on a student being late
or forgetting his books so the rest of the class
knows not to make the same mistake. I believe
in establishing a serious base. I tell them this
is the most important class of their lives. I like
to get down to business with consistency, but
sometimes the students will laugh throughout
the class. I don't know what I would do if I
didn't laugh every day. Some of the stuff the
students say just kills me.”
Michael McRoskey (’14) commented on
Mr. Cudal's approach.
“His style commands ultimate respect,
partly because he preys on fearful freshmen
by using the first 2 weeks of the school year
as a time to set expectations high. He ensures
that everyone will have to give their best, or

Club Spotlight:
The Key Club
By Chris Rice ('14)
STAFF WRITER
One of the least understood
clubs at Saints is the Key Club,
which has nothing to do with
making and collecting keys. The Key Club
is a youth service organization affiliated
with the Kiwanis Club, and specifically
designed for high school students. Their
motto is “Caring—our way of life.” High
schools all over the country have their own
Key Clubs, who organize service events
both on and off campus. Periodically, all of
the Key Clubs in an area will send representatives to a Division Conference Meeting, where they compare and contrast what
service each of their clubs has been doing,
and how they can improve. Saints recently
sent some of its Key Club members to one
of these conferences.
The Saints Key Club meets every
Monday at lunch in Fr. Alvin’s room. Their
moderator is Dr. Rey, and they help organize numerous events both at school and in
the community. At Saints, one of the biggest Key Club activities in the blood drive.
You might have noticed the San Diego
Blood Bank’s “Bloodmobile” on the basketball courts by the gym. The Key Club is
responsible for organizing this event several times a year. The Key Club also runs
the school-wide electronics drive. Outside
of school, the Key Club frequently sends
tutors to McKinley Elementary to help
younger students with their schoolwork.
They volunteer at tournaments for Sports
for Exceptional Athletes, an organization
that helps special-needs athletes ages five
to adult to experience the fun of competing
on organized sports teams. The Key Club
also participates in many runs for charity,
SEE
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their grades shall suffer. A unique method Mr.
Cudal uses is counting yawns and memorizing birthdays; these are intimidating enough to
keep students in line.”
Mrs. Walsh takes a different approach to
keep students from commanding the classroom. Instead of putting on a stern face she
prefers to keep the classroom vibrant with discussion. She does not like using detentions, but
will resort to punishment if the class gets out
of hand.
“I try to be genuine and not put up a front,”
Mrs. Walsh said. “I give the students the respect they deserve and the respect I would
want if I were in their shoes. The class can get
a little bit chatty, but I like it that way. I enjoy
laughing—that’s what makes teaching fun. I
don’t know how I really do it, but it's a style
that works for me, but maybe not for some
other teachers.”
Mrs. Gormly said, “I think discipline and
behavior is achieved by the teacher truly enforcing the rules. I don't like to give detentions,
but I will after warnings. Sometimes I threaten
to pull their ears or call their parents—that really scares them.”
Another distinct style is Mr. Bachynsky's.
“In my first year of teaching, Mr. Sabatino,
the Associate Principle for Student Services at
the time, taught me that detentions ought to be
a last resort,” he said. “He told me that if you
hand out detentions like candy, soon they won't
have any meaning, and students will think
you're just hiding behind a detention pad.”
Mr. Bachynsky believes that lighter punishments can be just as effective. For example,
he'll tell students, “The next one to talk will be
the last one to leave for lunch when the bell
rings.” And he is constantly amazed at how
much compliance he gets for it.
Every teacher, strict, serious, or loose, has
their own method of discipline that works for
them. So next time you decide to misbehave
or sneak in a nap, remember your teacher's
unique set of rules—or better still, behave.

Ok, so he's not a nun. But Fr. Alvin does have a bigger ruler...and the fist of death.
Photo Credit: Aaron Balin ('14)

In Search of... Twins at Saints
By Andrew Feiner ('16)
STAFF WRITER

sion is at stake, when he and James tag team
to get the remote. Sharing is very common,
Ever wonder what it would be
too. Most of the twins at Saints share a room
like to have a clone of yourself?
and some clothes, and the Bentons even share
It might take a science fiction
some of their textbooks.
scenario to make it happen for you, but here
One of the downsides to being a twin, acat Saints, we have several sets of “natural”
cording to the O’Connors and McDoniels,
clones, otherwise known as twins. So The Auis the name problem. They mentioned that it
gustinian went “in search” of them, and found
used to be annoying when people switched
four sets: Patrick and Matthew O’Connor
their names, but they’ve mostly gotten used
(‘14), Patrick and Shaun McDoniel (‘16),
to it. That is, unless their parents mix them up.
James and Jeffrey Benton (‘13), and Hugo
Luckily for Bentons and the Moras, they’re
and Luis Mora (‘16). Now that we've found
fraternal, so they don’t really have the probthem, the trick is to tell them apart.
lem.
The O’Connors and McDoniels are idenWhile having a twin isn’t all peaches
tical twins, while the Bentons and Moras are
and bananas, it can be entertaining. Both the
fraternal. The Moras and Bentons are actually
O’Connors and the McDoniels have switched
places. The O’Connors
pulled the stunt as a prank on
April Fools Day in second
grade, until they switched
back at lunch. The McDoniels also traded places on
April Fools Day, this time in
seventh grade, but they never
revealed their trick, other
than to a few friends. The
McDoniels agree this is one
of the best parts of being a
twin. “Double the Trouble!”
says Patrick McDoniel.
Even though they sometimes get annoyed with each
other, all four sets of twins
and triplets love their siblings. They fight, compete,
and get switched up, but they
always have a friend to lean
on. Plus, as James told me, it
makes a great topic for a college essay.
Patrick left, Matthew right, or wait...maybe it's the other way around. Photo Credit: Aaron Balin ('14)
triplets; the third Mora goes to OLP, while the
Benton sister is a senior at Cathedral.
Just like any siblings in the history of
mankind, twins and triplets fight and compete.
“Twins are very competitive, that’s just
the nature of twins,” said Shaun McDoniel.
When asked what they compete over,
they simultaneously answered, “Everything!”
which I found kind of unsettling. Patrick and
Matthew O’Connor said their fights are usually car-related, such as who drives and who
chooses the music on the radio. The Benton
brothers don’t fight each other much, but they
do sometimes argue with their sister at Cathedral. She and James usually fight over their
school rivalry, though Jeff just shrugs it off.
Jeff does step in when control of the televi-
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Chaplain's Corner
By Fr. Bob Gavotto
After the announcement of
the Angel Gabriel that she would
become the mother of the Jesus,
Mary treasured all the events in her heart. As
this year ends, we too might want to take time
to reflect. I invite you to reflect on our school,
Saints. How would you classify Saints? How
would you describe Saints to others? What
adjectives would you use to describe the
Saints experience? What does going to Saints
mean to you?
Such a reflection on Saints was given by
Fr. Bill Sullivan, O.S.A., class of ’43, who
passed away in 1999. Fr. Sullivan taught at
Saints from 1953-57 and from 1961-73. In
those latter years he was Vice-Principal. On
the occasion of Saints’ 50th Anniversary in
1972, in a column in the Southern Cross, diocesan newspaper, he addressed the question:
What kind of school is Saints? Now, in our
90th Anniversary, his insights are still worth
reflecting upon. Here are his thoughts from
that column.
“It’s funny, but that just isn’t an easy
question to answer, even after 50 years. The
trouble is that people always want a simple
answer, one that fits preconceived notions of
what a school just has to be. And the trouble
with Saints is that it just seems to roll along,
ignoring classifications, molds, types, and –
amazing for a school with the traditions of
Saints – traditional descriptions.
“Is Saints a private school? If you want
that to mean a school set up for just certain religious or racial or ethnic groups, then Saints
is non-private school. Is Saints a diocesan
school? If you mean a school set up by the
local Catholic diocese, built and owned by
the diocese, administered by the diocese, then
Saints is a non-diocesan school. Is Saints a

public school? If you mean a school set up
to enroll all students in a certain geographical area, supported by tax funds, subject to
all rules and regulations and policies of the
state and local departments of education, then
Saints is a non-public school. Is Saints a college-prep school? If you mean a school that
accepts nobody except students clearly able to
get all As and Bs and then make a no-sweat
transition into four year collegiate institutions,
then Saints is not a college-prep school. Is
Saints an independent school? If you mean
a school with no particular outlook or philosophy beyond that of the participants (i.e. no
special state or religious commitments), then
Saints is a non-independent school. Is Saints
a coed school? If you mean a school that registers both boys and girls, then Saints is a noncoed school. Is Saints a parochial school? If
you mean a school founded and funded as an
extension of a parochial community, which is
called a parish, then Saints is a non-parochial
school.
“Which doesn’t leave much, right? Which
doesn’t solve the problem, right? Which
doesn’t answer the question, right? So, what
is Saints?
“It is an educational experience in which
persons get together from a variety of religious, racial and ethnic groups..…with most
graduates continuing their formal education in
collegiate settings..…operating at every level
from a Catholic philosophy (which is a rather
specific viewpoint on what persons are, what
their destiny is, and what is involved in the
continuing drama of gift-forfeiture-forgiveness-redemption, in each life)…..with boys
from the city and county of San Diego and Tijuana, and from Serbian Orthodox and Baptist
and Episcopal Churches too…..where memories of the gym are a weird blend of basketball
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games, college admissions speakers, Mass,
pep rallies and band recitals…..
“Saints is that not-quite private, slightly
diocesan, partly public, mostly college-prep,
somewhat independent (or very much so,
some people might think), occasionally coed, supra-parochial community where life can
make sense only against a background of one
empty grave and three Persons you don’t see
on campus. Generally, at least.”

Saint Augustine High School’s
beloved French teacher, Madame
Allen, was raised in the northeast region of Alsace in France.
“My hometown is literally 20 minutes
from the border of Germany and Switzerland,”
said Mrs. Allen.
A natural multilingual, her first language is
French. She also speaks Alsatian, a Germanic
dialect native to the region of Alsace, as well as

Spanish, English, Italian, and Russian.
Her grandfather, who solely spoke German, grew up during the Nazi German occupation.
“When Hitler rose to power, the identity
of the town changed. Half of the community’s
households were required to become dedicated
living spaces for German soldiers. If you refused to comply, you were killed,” said Mrs.
Allen, recounting one of her grandfather’s stories.
Mrs. Allen’s doctoral work in France
brought her
to the United
States. She
attended
Wesley College in Dover, Delaware, where
she worked
on a master’s
dissertation
on American
history, with
a focus on
subjects like
the
Civil
War
and
the War of
1812. After
her master’s
she returned
to France,
but she then
promptly
returned to
the United
States.
Upon
her return,
she realized
she didn’t
want to be
redundant,

Bonjour! Madame Allen parades her French pride. Photo Credit: Aaron Balin ('14)

Andrew Gaylord
Editor

Maestro
Munchies

Comments?
Criticism?
Praise?
We welcome your thoughts and
invite you to write letters to the
editor. Every submission will be
considered for publication. Just
email us at saintsnewspaper@
gmail.com, or drop it off in
Room 318.
(If your letter gets printed in
our next issue, Mr. Bachynsky
will give you $10.)

Teacher Feature: Madame Allen
By Giovanni Reyes ('15)
STAFF WRITER

Alexander Danilowicz
Editor

so she switched majors. She was not going to
teach American history to American students.
She changed her major to French Literature,
while double majoring in philosophy.
“I wanted to become a full-time philosophical scholar,” said Mrs. Allen. She quickly
became delighted studying subjects of her interest.
Madame Allen wished she could have pursued a major in art. Sports wise, Mrs. Allen enjoys swimming, a sport she continues to practice regularly. She used to be junior lifeguard
during the summer.
Her passion for outdoor challenges led her
to skiing, another endearing pastime she enjoys. She prefers mountain and downhill skiing, because “cross country skiing is too easy.”
Full of energy and vigor, she trekked across
the Saharan desert at the age of 17. She moved
to San Diego in 2009, after a former Saints’
teacher at Damien High School, an all-boys
high school in La Verne, California, recommended she apply to Saints.
Her involvement with the IRC club began
when two eager Saintsmen, Sebastian Revels
(‘YR) and Carlos Soto (‘YR) asked her to
moderate the club. Motivated to help a humanitarian cause while working with Saintsmen,
she jumped at the opportunity. She left the responsibility and all the work to the students, as
a previous club she moderated at Damien High
School was a catastrophe.
As for her future plans, Mrs. Allen wants
to remain a part of the Saints scene, continue
teaching at Saints, go to all her children’s sporting and scholastic events, get back to playing
golf, take painting classes, and travel the world.
“But only if I win the lottery,” she giggled.
Looks like Mrs. Allen will have a full plate on
her hands!
We are incredibly lucky at Saints to have
such an amazing teacher that brings great talents and interests to our students. It is thrilling
to have someone from such a diverse cultural
background contribute to Saints’ own richness
in diversity.

Photo Credit: Aaron Balin ('14)
By Dan Pekin ('14)
STAFF WRITER
For students, lunch is our
favorite part of the day. We all
know how hungry we are by 12
o’clock, but does anyone consider the biological functioning of our instructors? Adults get
hungry, too. But just what do they get hungry
for? The Augustinian delved deep into the inner lives of teachers, and found out what they
eat on a daily basis.
Mr. Horne was able to use the word ‘cornucopia’ when describing his lunch. Some
days he likes pretending to be an herbivore
and eats a salad. He almost always has fruit,
usually an apple, but occasionally he mixes it
up a bit with some oranges or bananas. Besides salads, Mr. Horne makes sure to support school activities by purchasing food
from school fundraisers.
When I interviewed Mr. Haupt, he professed that the sandwich he was eating was
“the best sandwich ever.”
Mr. Dent and Mr. Pruter eat soup from
the monastery almost every day. Mr. Weber
also occasionally eats food from the monastery. Mr. Weber’s favorite soup is beanieweenie which is pretty much “baked beans
with hotdogs in it.” His second favorite soup
is tortellini soup, but sadly Linda, the monestry chef, does not make it very often. Of
course, he always has a Diet Pepsi to wash
it down.
Now we come to the group that consistently eats the same thing every day. This monotony-loving ensemble consists of Coacher,
Mr. Linville, Sensei daLuz, and Mr. Manley.
Coacher has the most “interesting” lunch of
this group: a cup of purple goo. This mysterious substance is actually a cup of Quaker’s
Oatmeal mixed with one cup of frozen blueberries and ¾ cups of frozen cherries.
Mr. Linville eats an apple, a protein bar,
trail mix, and a fruit-veggie shake. Sensei
daLuz eats Cattle Ranch Chicken Chili with
celery or carrots.
Finally, Mr. Manley eats a peanut butter
and jelly sandwich every day, as he has done
since the age of six. When he does want a
little variety, he eats a salad from Trader Joes.
Hopefully this article has helped you all
realize that teachers do have some human
qualities. A teacher’s lunch can also be an invitation for friendship, so the next time you
see a lonely teacher at lunchtime, don’t be
afraid to strike up a conversation.
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Saints
Roller Hockey
By Ian Harkness ('15)
STAFF WRITER

As far as athletics go, Roller Hockey
has never been the focus of the St. Augustine student body. Despite this, in 2008, the
Roller Hockey team won the Mesa League.
In 2009, the Roller Hockey team switched
leagues. Since the league transition, Saints
has seen success, including last year’s triumph over the infamous Cathedral Dons.
And despite a crushing omission from playoffs last year, the team looks good. With a
sterling set of three lines, Coach Christian da
Luz has hope.
“Our first line is anchored by four year
letterman Nick Spardy and with the help of
senior Robbie Kielty, junior Phil Park, and
sophomore Ian Harkness, I think we can
compete with any team in the county,” said
Mr. da Luz.
This year’s lineup very well could be the
strongest since that of the fateful 2008 team.
“The second line is led by senior Luke
Totah and freshmen Nick Heid, who add
firepower to a dominant defensive tandem
of juniors Nick Camarata and Nate Pascual,”
said Coach da Luz.
Of course, no team is complete without
a strong freshmen presence, and this year
there are freshmen in abundance.
“Nick Heid and Fernando Huera will
have an instant impact on the team this
year,” said Mr. da Luz.
Last year’s season was heartbreaking;
with a last minute loss of their playoff spot,
the team was denied a chance at the league
title. This year, playoffs are again a realistic
expectation. With a strong goaltending duo
in net, the future seems bright. Seniors Greg
Heid and Cole Rougas will undoubtedly
be putting in performances on par with last
SEE
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Windows 8 Comes Out the Gate
By Cole Schenewerk ('13)
STAFF WRITER
Can you imagine using Windows without a Start menu? If
you migrate to Windows 8, you’d
better get used to it. When Microsoft introduced Windows 8 on October 26th this year,
it marked the most radical changes to the
Windows operating system since Windows
95. Powerful features lie within, but grip that
steering wheel tightly—there’s a learning
curve ahead.
The old Start menu has been ditched for
the Start screen, featuring many colorful,
“live” tiles. These rectangular spaces are constantly updating themselves with news feeds,
messages, emails, sport scores, etc. And you
can customize them to your heart’s content,
making the computing experience truly your
very own.
The cool thing about Windows 8 is that
there is a version of it that works on tablets
and phones as well. So unlike Apple, which
uses Mac OS for its computing and iOS for its

tablets and phones, Microsoft has creating a
“live tile” computing experience for all three
devices. Windows 8 that works on tablets is
called Windows RT, and the phone version is
called, well…Windows Phone 8.
I visited the Windows 8 store to try it out,
and it worked as advertised: it runs the same
on every device. I switched easily from laptop
to desktop to tablet to Windows phone without
having to learn anything new. The new system
is very touch-friendly and makes it easy to use
programs with only a touch screen. Microsoft
has done a good job of making sure that the
mouse is still just as functional as your fingers.
But even though the different versions
work in a similar fashion, don’t expect to run
Adobe Photoshop on your phone or tablet.
The different OS 8 versions may work alike,
but that doesn’t mean they’ll power the same
programs.
Microsoft has also launched the Windows
8 App Store, which serves the same purpose as
the Apple Store, though you might be disappointed. As many computer tech critics have

pointed out, the store is a ghost town, bearing
very apps. It doesn’t even sport Pandora yet.
But with time, as developers gain confidence
in Windows, the App Store will fill out.
Here’s another nifty feature: ever want
to take your computer with you anywhere,
so you can always have access to it? Well,
there’s three options: get a phone, sign in to
your Microsoft Account, or use Windows To
Go. With Windows To Go, you can stuff your
entire operating system inside a USB and take
it with you. Plug it into any compatible computer and voila! Your familiar desktop is right
there, with all your documents, music, apps,
and pictures. There’s also the option to sign
in to any Internet-connected Windows 8 PC
with your Microsoft Account, and everything
will be synced to the cloud and ready when
you are (if you’re familiar with the new Xbox
experience, you’re probably already familiar
with this).
I went into the Microsoft Store expecting to find a new version of Windows where
SEE

Windows 8, pg. 8

One OS to rule them all.

Superstar Saintsman: Brynton Lemar
By Jason Mapa ('13)
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Those who said that Michael Jordan was best of them
all have obviously never met
Brynton Lemar (’13). Born on January 23,
1995 to a loving family, he has two older
sisters, Diamond and Jasmine. As he graduated from Correia Middle School, he had
to make an important decision whether he
would continue in public school or make
the switch to a private, Catholic education.
“When I visited Saints, I felt like it was the
right fit. I knew it would be a different type
of education than from what I was used to,
but I felt like it would be the right decision,” said Brynton.
One of the individuals who played
a pivotal role in his choosing Saints was
Coach Haupt. The moment he walked on
campus, Coach Haupt made him feel welcome and exposed him to the quality of the
basketball program here on campus. “The
moment he walked on campus, I knew he
would be an outstanding player. He’s done
really well in living up to my expectations
despite the amount of pressure he’s faced,”
said Coach Haupt.
Four years later, Brynton is now a
4-year varsity member of the basketball
team. Since his freshman year, he has
improved not only his skills on the court,
but his leadership ones as well. In his junior year, he was appointed team captain
and will continue in this role throughout
his senior year. “It’s been a lot of fun, the
coaching has been great and it’s taught me
to play in a different way. I feel like basketball has really prepared me for college,”
said Brynton.
Next year, he will be playing point
guard for UC Davis and is looking forward

to the next level of athletics. While he is from different Augustinian schools and friends in which he replaces the first letthere, he hopes to major in sports law and experience different perspectives,” said ter of certain words with the letter “b”. For
potentially become an agent. If given the Brynton.
example, “I’m being berious right now!”
chance to play for the NBA, however, he
Yet even superstar athletes need some
From his humor to his sensitive soul,
would take it in a heartbeat. “I feel like I down time every now and then. When I Brynton is the perfect model of a Saintscould play overseas, but I would choose asked him what his hobbies or interests man. His dedication to any endeavor,
the NBA over that any day,” remarked included, he jokingly responded, “working whether school or sports, is one of his most
Brynton.
out.” Don’t let that fool you, though, Bryn- admirable qualities. When he graduates in
However, when he isn’t playing basket- ton has a sensitive soul and enjoys watch- a few months, he will represent Saints at
ball for Saints or the San Diego All-Stars, ing movies, cooking, and drawing. He also the next level by working hard and playing
his travel team, he plays an active role in speaks a foreign language with his close hard in college.
the school
community.
He
has taken a
leadership
position in
the African
American
Alliance and
the Loyal
Sons, seeking to give
back to the
community.
His sophomore year,
he attended
the
Saint
Augustine
Values Institute
in
New Jersey
as one of
the six students chosen to represent Saints.
“This trip
was a lot of
fun. I got to
meet people Brynton Lemar: Saints' very own Michael Jordan. Behold his effortless dunks! Photo Credit: Sam Fleming ('15)
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Do You Even Use Books
Anymore?
The Augustinian Wants to Know...

%

Quick: the last time you wrote a research paper for a teacher, did you
use a physical book for sources, or the Internet? A quick visit to our own
library will show that most Saintsmen make use of the computers, while
very few (if any) use an actual book with real paper pages. Who needs
books when you’ve got tablets, laptops, e-books and the World Wide
Web? It’s enough to make one wonder if libraries will even be necessary
in 50 years—unless they’re full of computers with scanned books.
The Augustinian wondered how many of own Saintsmen make use
of physical textbooks for academic purposes, so we polled roughly 25
randomly selected students from each grade level to find out.

%
Zero(62%)
(10%)
(1%)

%

%
%

%
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Zero (67%)
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Editorial: Why the Penny Should Die
By Andrew Gaylord ('13)
EDITOR
103 years ago, in commemoration of Abraham Lincoln’s
100th birthday, Teddy Roosevelt updated
the penny with the countenance of our 16th
president. Three years ago, the coin was
again updated, this time for Lincoln’s bicentennial; Lincoln kept his head, but the
Lincoln Memorial on the back became
the Union Shield. It is telling, then, that of
the family and friends in my totally unscientific poll, only two people knew of the
change. The reality is that the penny, while
popular, receives very little use, and should

Hopefully there is a penny heaven.

be discontinued.
The most popular argument used
against the penny is that it costs 2.4¢ to
make one. The implication seems to be
that the government is losing money by
printing coins, so it should stop. This argument makes no sense. It may be losing
money, but it also loses money by paying
for NASA, the Department of Education,
and the Department of Defense; it’s worth
it for taxpayers to pay higher taxes because
those programs are (presumably) beneficial
to society. If pennies benefit society, they
should be produced.
The problem with them, though, is that

they don’t. There are 200 billion in circulation, and of the more than 4 billion produced each year (down from a high of 14
billion in 2000), the U.S. mint estimates
that half fall out of circulation within a
year.
Why do they fall out of circulation?
Largely because people don’t use them.
Pennies are a necessary evil when trying to
make exact change, and as a result of the
American tendency to keep their wallets
cash-free, they usually only flow from cashier to the customer. Many convenience
shops keep penny trays just so that customers can avoid breaking dollars when
prices are
uneven,
w h i l e
most soda
machines
and parking meters won’t
e v e n
accept
anything
smaller
than
a
nickel.
Pennies and
nickels are
even being melted
down for
their metal. Congress in
2006 had
to make it
illegal to
melt pennies and
nickels or
take them
Photo Credit: Alexander Danilowicz ('15)

en masse out of the country (where they
might be melted overseas) because, as the
London Metal Exchange reported in February of this year, the price of raw metal in
a penny (depending on the metal market)
often rises above a cent, while the price in
a nickel is regularly over six cents.
So what would a penny-free system
look like? Just ask our Canadian neighbors
to the north. They minted their final penny
in May of this year, following the recent
examples of New Zealand, Mexico, and
Brazil, to name a few. In fact, the United
States itself is no stranger to the idea of currency inflation: in 1857, three years before
Abraham Lincoln was elected, the halfpenny was decommissioned, making the
penny the smallest unit of American money. It was then worth, in 2012 dollars, 23¢.
Canada uses a system called Swedish
rounding. While those with credit and debit cards pay the exact price, prices for those
paying in cash are rounded to the nearest
increment of five. The purpose is to keep
prices from rising, although China’s policy
of allowing shops to do as they wish nearly
always results in shops rounding. Either
way, any price change is insignificant.
But for all the reasons to get rid of the
penny, Americans seem to disagree. A poll
conducted in March 2012 (at the request
of the American zinc lobby – zinc makes
up 97.5% of pennies) showed that 2/3 of
those surveyed wanted to keep the penny in
circulation. Luckily, François R. Velde, of
the Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago, has
a solution that may be able to placate both
sides. He proposes raising the value of the
penny to five cents. Doing so would temporarily add about $10 billion dollars to the
money supply; to put this in perspective,
the U.S. GDP in 2011 was $15,075 billion.
The only problem, then, would be that all
of our five-cent coins would say “one-cent”
on them.
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Brainstorming for a Better Saints:
Optional Final Exams?
By Rex Hammock ('15)
STAFF WRITER
Unless you’re a freshman,
you’ve been there before. It’s the
day before the last day of finals and you’re sitting at the library at 7 pm trying to cram as
much information about the Industrial Revolution as you can into your brain, because you
haven’t thought about it in weeks. Leaning
back in your chair, you sigh and say to yourself, “Why do I have to study this again? I
already had a test on this material!” Ah yes,
the feeling of late night cramming before final
exams. No matter how many times you tell
yourself you’re not going to do it this semester, you always end up waiting until the very
last. Thus is the nature of the beast. Final exams play with your mind. They cause you to
believe you can do things you know you can’t
(like learning a semester worth of material in
one night). They remind you of the mistakes
you’ve made leading up to that point. (Why
didn’t I take notes on this!?) Indeed, final exams bring out the worst in all of us. So this
raises the question: do we really need final
exams?
Out of the 7 students interviewed, 5 of
them said that final exams are important, but
all 7 said they don't enjoy them. But why are
they important? When asked this question,
junior Jamie Steckbeck responded, “They’re
very important because they show how much
information you’ve retained throughout the
semester.” Likewise, Sophomore Brandon
Cerezo said, “They’re important because they
sum up the entire course.” Indeed, this is true.
Final exams are a great way for teachers to test
how much information a student has learned
throughout the semester. Some can even “help
boost a grade from a B to an A at the end of the

➤ Hockey

Continued from Page 5
year’s exceptional play, which should bolster
the already strong defensive pair. Also bolstering the team’s stopping power is sophomore Jay Farrell, who will wear many hats
this year as the go-to utility player.
This year’s season has started well. With
a victory over West Hills, a team with a history of close games and hot tempers, the
Saints team is poised to do great things. This
year Saints is taking on Cathedral a total
of three times, the first of which ended in a
heartbreaking four to three loss despite Nick
Spardy impressively scoring two goals in
less than a minute. The Cathedral setback
has not dampened spirits at all. In fact, with
Saints’ close play throughout the game and
an exceptionally close score, the Saints’
Roller Hockey team has proven that the best

semester,” according to Sophomore Johnny
Zizzi. So if everyone agrees that they’re important, then why doesn't anyone enjoy them?
For a start, they're hard. I mean, let's face
it, there's over 80 days worth of material covered during the length of a semester. Trying
to memorize and learn all this information
often can seem impossible. That's why most
students believe final exams should be administered differently.
“Open note is the best way because when
you write things down, you learn them better.
So by making a sheet of notes, you are also
studying for the final.” Jamie said.
And again, Brandon agreed. “If I were
a teacher, I would give them open notes because it’s hard to memorize all the notes, and
it tests if you were paying attention in class.”
he said.
In fact, all 7 students interviewed believe
that final exams should be open notes. Despite this, however, few teachers at Saints allow their students to use any notes on the final
exam.
But there used to be a way out of finals.
Up until about 30 years ago, there was a system at Saints, referred to as the “greenie system,” which allowed students with a perfect
conduct record to opt out of one or all of their
final exams. The way it worked was this: at
the beginning of the semester, each student
started out with 100 conduct points. For each
misconduct thereafter, the student would lose
an appropriate amount of points. For example,
if a student was late to class, they lost 5 points.
At the end of the semester, if they still had 100
points, they would receive an A Card. This
small green card (hence “greenie”), signed by
the principle, allowed the student to opt out
of one of their exams. However, for students
with a perfect conduct record and a high GPA,

there was a 1-A Card. This card allowed the
student not to take any of his semester finals!
This system was very popular among students,
especially the well-behaved ones. When Mr.
Cudal was a student, he received an A Card
all 8 semesters, and even a 1-A card for one
of them! He still believes this system may be
helpful, because, “kids should be rewarded for
having good conduct.”
In other schools around the country today,
such as in Indiana and Kansas, there are systems which allow students with no absences or
tardies to be excluded from semester exams.
Apparently, in these schools, such as Caston
Senior High in South Bend, Indiana, the attendance record has risen over 5% since this
program was initiated. Attendance is now at
96%! That just goes to show that the “greenie

teams in the league, especially Cathedral, are
beatable.
The Saints this year are positioned for
success. With strong defense and formidable
goaltending, it would be fair to say Saints
have a shot at the league title. As far as athletics go, Roller Hockey has never been the
focus of the St. Augustine student body, but
this year, things might just change.

➤ Windows 8

➤ Key Club

I wouldn’t even manage to launch an application successfully. Instead, I found a fun-tonavigate and easy-to-use operating system
that left me impressed. The ability to migrate
between different platforms may be the key to
its commercial success in the future.
Does everyone like Windows 8? No. Will
you have a choice? Also no, at least if you
want to stay with Microsoft. This is Windows,
the most ubiquitous operating system on the
planet. Five years from now, Windows 8-style
“tiles” computing will likely be everywhere,
whether you like it or not. So don’t be afraid
of change. Learn to love it. Windows 8 isn't
not as bad as you think. As a matter of fact, it's
pretty cool.
The Augustinian is grateful to Landon
Mote ('14) for contributing to this article.

like Father Joe Carroll’s Thanksgiving 5K.
Anyone interested in joining a club should
consider the Key Club. The club is a fun
way to earn all of your service hours. New
members are always welcome!

➤ Football

Continued from Page 1
Football was such a big part of my life. I don’t
think I’m going to play football in college,
unless I magically gain 100 pounds and get
yoked. I had an amazing time and a lot of that
has to do with our supportive fan base. I’d like
to give a shout out to Mr. John Roberts for being patient with me on the O-Line!”

Life at Saints
Slow

system” could work if instituted today.
Now, after discussing these topics with 5
new students, 4 of them agreed that a student
should be able to opt out of final exams if they
have a perfect conduct record, 3 think that one
should be exempt if they have a perfect attendance record, but all 5 think that a student
should be exempt from finals if they have a
high enough A in the class (let's say a 95% or
higher).
However, no matter what the students say,
it’s still up to the teachers and staff to decide
whether or not to administer finals. And while
I and other students all agree that final exams
are actually important, we also agreed that
they are not always necessary. So the choice
is yours, teachers. After all, fewer finals taken
means fewer finals for you to grade.

Dominic O'Shana ('16) takes it easy as Mark Wolford ('13) stresses over his final.
Photo Credit: Aaron Balin ('14)
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Quote of the Issue
If a young child goes to the airport with a sharpened candy
cane, would it be confiscated
as a lethal weapon by the TSA?
Makes you think....
-- Austin Beaulieu ('15)

by Mr. Vladimir Bachynsky
Artwork by Sergey Grosser ('15)

Slower

Slowest

A student returning to class after using the restroom

